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                        We help our clients solve their business objectives by developing top-notch software solutions.

                    

                  

              

              
        

    


       
       
         
           
               
                   Creativity on demand.
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                   Automated Debris Management Solution

                   Metric Engineering / Engineering

                   Web + Mobile App, .NET, esri ArcGIS, SqlServer
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                   Booking Engine

                   South American Tours / Travel

                   Web App, Java + Spring + Bootstrap, SqlServer
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                   Clarin Social

                   Agea / Media

                   Mobile App, Android + iOS (ObjectiveC)
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                   e-Billing System

                   Professional Association of Notaries / Government

                   Web App, Java + Spring + Bootstrap, DB2
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                   Sales App

                   Bayer / Chemicals

                   Mobile App, iOS (ObjectiveC)
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                   Live Streaming Portal

                   Liveamp / Media

                   Web App, .NET +  AngularJS + Bootstrap, mySql
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                   Sales App

                   Audi / Transportation

                   Mobile App, iOS (ObjectiveC)
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                   Custom Content Management System

                   SADOP / Non-Profit

                   Web App, php + Symfony + Bootstrap, mySql
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                                They trusted us. We delivered.
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                   "It was love at first project"
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                                 "Clarín Social was the result of the joint efforts of Quadion Technologies and Clarín while designing and implementing a mobile app. Everything was up to my expectations (creating a native, user-friendly, easy concept + application)
 And this is just the beginning!”

                                 Diego Stamato, Manager at Clarín
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                                 “Meeting the Quadion team and working hand-in-hand with them at the onset deepened my confidence in their technical proficiency and development capabilities. They clearly had a very good handle on the project’s scope, its challenges, and the need to adjust to changing circumstances. After several sessions, there was never a doubt that we’d deliver an exceptional solution.”

                                 Carlos Duart, CEO, CDR Maguire
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                                 “SIGNO is a digital solutions platform, which will allow us to give our members an ecosystem of solutions to their present and future needs and challenges.
 The notarial profession is among the most respected and trusted in Argentina, and works very hard to maintain the highest standards of quality. Being able to invoice their clients with easiness, seamlessly and in full accordance with the law is a pillar of the excellence standards we set for ourselves.”

                                 Professional Association of Notaries' Digital Team.
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                                 “I soon learned that one of Quadion’s key strengths is taking minimally defined requirements and promptly delivering a concept product. We may not always start out knowing exactly what we want to deliver to our client, but by the end of the project we are able to meet our client’s needs with great customer satisfaction.”

                                 Deepali Patil, Data Solutions Manager, Metric Engineering.
                               

                             

                           

                         

                       


                       
                     

                   

                 


               

             

             


      
      
         
             
             
              Always coding, always delivering.

              

              Mobile Apps Development

              We craft stunning iOS and Android native apps.

              

              Web Development

              We are tech savvy coders, with experience in most platforms (.NET, Java, Ruby on Rails, HTML5 and JavaScript)

              

              Software Architecture and Design

              We are engineers. We build solid and scalable solutions.

              

              Iterative Development and App Maintenance

              We are neat and proficient developers. Our solutions are easy to build upon and maintain.

              

              User Experience and Design

              We design intuitive digital products for the human experience
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                                 Memberships and certifications.
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                            Subscribe to our newsletter

                            Stay up to date with the latest news from Quadion

                            
                            Click here to subscribe
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